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The Tracking Times
The Easy Fleet GPS family would like to extend our warmest and deepest
thoughts and prayers to you, your families, your employees, and their families.
Easy Fleet GPS is waiving all late fees trough the end of 2020.
Thank you for being such loyal customers!

A referral is the best compliment a business can receive. Easy Fleet
GPS offers a referral program where you can earn FREE
service. Please contact us at info@easyfleetgps.com

Is there value in using Landmarks?
Yes!
Many people have heard the term
“Landmarks”, but aren’t exactly sure what
they are or their value.
In simple terms, a Landmark is a boundary
around an office location, company yard, job
site, distribution center, customer location,
or any location your employees may visit.
Also, if your employees take the company
vehicles home, you may want to set a
landmark around their house.
Read more...

Protect your heavy equipment and
assets.
One of the biggest costs to a company is the
theft and replacement of assets and equipment.
Our Easy Fleet GPS Equipment and Asset
Management solution will significantly eliminate
this risk.
Whether you have yellow heavy equipment on a
construction site, combine farm equipment,
generators, trailers, or any valuable equipment,
we offer an asset management solution to fit
your needs. With the ability to set up unlimited
landmark boundaries, you will be notified if a
piece of equipment leaves a job site or company
yard.
Read more...

We have made some nice upgrades
to the Easy Fleet GPS Mapping
Platform.
Over the past month, the Easy Fleet GPS
team has made some nice enhancements
to our mapping platform.
All of the "how to" videos have been
updated. So, if you need to know how to
navigate through the mapping platform, run
a report, set an alert, or set up a landmark,
you can click on the box with the ? in it to
view the "how to" video.
Now you can view the GPS and cellular
(RSSI), signal strength from the mapping
platform. From the control panel, left click
the vehicle you would like view and select
VIEW LOCATIONS. Once in the locations
tab, click the VIEW button and select
Satellites and RSSI (cellular).

GPS signal will be Good to Excellent when
a unit locks on 8 plus satellites. The cellular
(RSSI) signal will be Good to Excellent
when the unit is reporting a number greater
than -90.
Any questions? Please contact us...

Equipment - Asset -Trailer Tracking Unit
Easy Equipment, Asset, and Trailer
Tracking Unit
The Easy Fleet GPS heavy equipment and
trailer tracker unit is specifically designed
for all heavy equipment, powered assets,
and trailers. The device is built to withstand
the harshest environment and roughest
elements.
Easy Fleet GPS can help you manage your
heavy equipment and trailers. You now
have the ability to know how long a piece
of equipment has been sitting at a job site
and can now monitor engine hours and
use.
Our tracking units can aid in the recovery of
a stolen piece of equipment or trailer.



Click here for more information



